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Abstract

At biological interfaces, flexible surface structures and mobile water interact with each

other to present non-uniform three-dimensional (3D) distributions. In spite of their impact on

the biological functions, molecular-scale understanding of such phenomena has remained elu-

sive. Here we show direct visualization of such interfacial structures with subnanometer-scale

resolution by 3D scanning force microscopy (3D-SFM). We measured a 3D force distribution

at an interface between a model biological membrane and buffer solution by scanning a sharp

tip within the 3D interfacial space. We found that vertical cross sections of the 3D image taken

along a specific lateral direction shows characteristic molecular-scale contrasts tilted at 30◦
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to the membrane surface. Detailed analysis of the 3D image reveals that the tilted contrast

corresponds to the time-averaged conformation of fluctuating lipid headgroups. Based on the

obtained results, we discuss the relationships among the hydration structure, headgroup fluc-

tuation, molecular fluidity and mechanical strength of the membrane. The results demonstrate

that 3D-SFM is capable of visualizing averaged 3D distribution of fluctuating surface struc-

tures as well as that of mobile water (i.e. hydration structure) at interfaces between biological

system and water.

At the interface between a biological system and its surrounding physiological solution, wa-

ter molecules interact with biomolecules constituting the surface. Through the interaction, wa-

ter molecules give significant influence on the structure and function of biomolecules and their

assembly.1–3 Therefore, understanding of the structure and function of a biological system re-

quires investigations on the behavior of interfacial water. The surface of a biological membrane

mainly consists of hydrophilic lipid headgroups. So far, the membrane/water interface has been

extensively studied by various techniques.4–11 These previous works have shown that the water

molecules adjacent to a membrane strongly interact with the headgroups and give significant influ-

ence on its mechanical strength and fluidity.12–14However, molecular-scale origin for such a grave

influence has remained elusive.

One of the major difficulties in such a study lies in the measurement of molecular-scale struc-

ture of a membrane/water interface. As the lipid headgroups exhibit thermal fluctuations, the sur-

face structure of a membrane is inherently ill-defined. In addition, the fluctuating lipid headgroups

interact with mobile water, through which the interfacial water presents non-uniform density dis-

tribution known as hydration structure. Thus, the understanding of the whole structure of mem-

brane/water interface should require a method to visualize three-dimensional (3D) distribution of

mobile water as well as fluctuating lipid headgroups.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)15 has been widely used as a nanoscale surface imaging tool.

In a typical AFM setup, a sharp tip is scanned inXY directions (i.e. parallel to the surface) on a

sample to produce a two-dimensional (2D) image of the surface topography. In contrast, several
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methodshave recently been proposed for imaging 3D distribution of forces acting on a tip (Ft)

near the sample surface.16–21 In these methods, a tip is scanned inZ direction (i.e. perpendicular

to the surface) as well as inXY directions to image the whole 3D interfacial space. Among the

proposed methods, 3D scanning force microscopy (3D-SFM)20 has the fastest imaging speed and

hence suitable for liquid-environment applications where non-linear tip drift is difficult to avoid.

Previously, 3D-SFM has been used for imaging 3DFt distribution at a mica/water interface.20

The obtained 3D image showed subnanometer-scale contrasts corresponding to the spatial distri-

bution of a hydration layer and water molecules adsorbed on the surface. This previous work high-

lighted the unique capability of 3D-SFM to visualize hydration structures. However, the method

has not been used for investigating a biological system. Thus, it has remained unknown how the

fluctuating biomolecules and interfacial water are visualized and what information is obtained re-

garding their influence on the structure and functions of the biological system.

In this study, we investigate the membrane/water interface by 3D-SFM. We analyze subnanometer-

scale contrasts of the measured 3D-SFM image and correlate them to the 3D distribution of interfa-

cial water and fluctuating lipid headgroups. We also discuss the influence of hydration phenomena

on the structure and dynamics of the lipid membrane.

Results and discussion

In this study, we have investigated a dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer supported by

mica. DPPC is one of the major phospholipids constituting a biological membrane. Thus, a DPPC

bilayer has widely been used as a model biological membrane.22–24 A DPPC has a tail group

consisting of two acyl chains and a headgroup consisting of a zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine

(PC) group (Figure 1a). In aqueous solution, DPPC molecules form a bilayer with the hydrophobic

tail groups separated from water and the hydrophilic headgroups adjacent to water (Figure 1b). At

room temperature, a DPPC bilayer is in the gel phase where the acyl chains are closely packed to

exhibit relatively small thermal fluctuation. However, the headgroups exhibit much larger thermal
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fluctuationeven in the gel phase due to the gap between adjacent headgroups.

We performed 3D-SFM imaging at the interface between the DPPC bilayer and HEPES so-

lution. In 3D-SFM, the tip is laterally scanned on a sample as in the case of conventional AFM.

During the scan, the vertical tip position (zt) is modulated with a sine wave faster than the band-

width of the tip-sample distance regulation (Figure 1b). TheFt values varied by thezt modulation

are recorded in real time to construct a 3DFt image. In this experiment,zt is modulated at 200

Hz with 1.73 nmp−p amplitude while the tip is laterally scanned at 12.2 nm/sec. During the scan,

the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever (A) was kept constant at 0.095 nm. The variation of

Ft was detected as a shift (∆f ) of the cantilever resonance frequency caused byFt, namely, using

frequency modulation (FM) detection method. In a singlezt modulation cycle, approaching and

retracting∆ f curves are obtained. In this study, we collected approaching∆ f curves at eachXY

position to construct a 3D∆ f image (4× 4 × 1.73 nm3, 64× 64 × 192 pixels, 53 sec per 3D

image).

Figure 2a shows a model of the interface between the DPPC bilayer and water. The model

consists ofXY and Z cross sections extracted from the 3D∆ f image. Figure 2b shows a∆ f

versusdistance curve averaged over anXY cross section at eachzt. The∆ f curve shows a gradual

increase with oscillatory peaks. These features suggest the existence of a repulsive long-range

force (FLR) and an oscillatory short-range force (FSR). We converted the∆ f curve toFt versus

distance curve using the formula proposed by Sader and Jarvis.25 TheFt curve (Figure 2c) shows

that the oscillatoryFSR is much smaller thanFLR. However, the influence ofFSR is evident in

the ∆ f curve. This is because FM-AFM has a high sensitivity to the force component with an

interaction length comparable toA (0.095 nm in this experiment).26

In the previously study,∆ f curves measured on a DPPC bilayer in phosphate buffered saline

(PBS) solution showed an oscillatory profile without influence ofFLR.11 This is due to the differ-

ence in the solution conditions used for the imaging and sample preparation. In fact, we experi-

mentally confirmed the systematic difference between the∆ f curves measured in HEPES and PBS

solutions using different tips (see Supporting Information, Figure S1).
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We estimated theFLR component by fitting an exponential function to theFt curve (dotted line

in Figure 2c). We subtracted it from the original curve to obtain theFSRcomponent (Figure 2d). For

the experiments in vacuum,FLR originates from the electrostatic and van der Waals interactions.

Thus, functions proportional toz−1
t or z−2

t are often used for the fitting.27 In liquid, these force

components are significantly suppressed whereas the contribution of the hydration force becomes

evident.28 The distance dependence of the hydration force varies depending on the solution and tip

conditions. It can be monotonic increase, monotonic decrease, oscillation or combination of them.

Thus, it cannot be described by a simple formula. In this study, we used an exponential function

as it is well fitted to the measuredFt curve (Figure 2c). A similar method has been generally used

for analyzing the force curves measured by surface force apparatus (SFA).29

The FSR curve shows an oscillatory profile with three peaks (1)-(3) (Figure 2d). The peak

separation between Peaks (1) and (2) isD12 = 0.36 nm while that between Peaks (2) and (3) is

D23=0.38 nm. Such an oscillatory profile has also been observed in the force curves obtained in

the previous studies using AFM30 or SFA.31 Due to the agreement between the measured peak

separation and the expected thickness of a water layer (0.2-0.4 nm), the oscillatory profile has been

considered to reflect the layered distribution of the interfacial water (i.e. hydration layers). In fact,

force curves measured at a mica/water interface in the previous study using FM-AFM20 showed

good agreement with the results obtained by Monte Carlo simulation32 and X-ray reflectometry,33

which supports the above discussion.

In contrast to the mica surface, the membrane surface consists of flexible lipid headgroups.

Thus, an oscillatory force peaks may arise when the tip penetrates into the headgroup region. This

means that we cannot identify the position of the hydration layers or headgroup region from the

averaged force curve. However, we have the whole data of the 3D force distribution so that we

should be able to obtain additional information to answer this question by analyzingXY cross

sections of the 3D∆ f image as shown below.

For detailed analysis ofFSR, we obtained a 3DFSR image by applying the same procedure as

shown in Figure 2b-d to all the∆ f curves constituting the 3D-SFM image. Movie 1 in Supporting
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InformationshowsXY cross sections of the 3DFSR image at differentzt positions. Figure 3 shows

selectedXY cross sections obtained atzt positions (i)-(v) indicated in Figure 2d. Here we explain

the zt dependence of theXY cross section using Figure 2d and Figure 3. TheXY cross section

shows no specific contrasts above Position (i) (Zone I) as shown in Figure 3a. With decreasing

zt from Position (i), theXY cross section gradually starts to show molecular-scale contrast. This

contrast marks the highest clarity at Position (ii), which is slightly higher than the position of

Peak (3) as shown in Figure 3b. However, aszt is decreased from the position of Peak (3), the

bright spots corresponding to the individual molecules become unclear and appear to be connected

to form a striped contrast (Figure 3c). With further decrease ofzt, the molecular-scale contrast

appears only in a narrowzt range around Position (iv) (Figure 3d). However, this contrast is not as

clear as that observed at Position (ii) (Figure 3b). Below Position (iv) (Zone III), only the striped

features corresponding to the molecular rows are observed (Figure 3e). In addition, the distortion

of the striped contrasts increases with decreasingzt.

The results show that the molecular-scale contrasts are observed only in thezt range from Posi-

tion (i) to (iv) (Zone II). From the operation principle of AFM, a molecular-resolution image with

the highest resolution and lowest distortion (Figure 3b at Position (ii)) should be obtained when

the tip is scanned on top of the headgroups. Thus, the position of Peak (3) should correspond to the

headgroup region. In fact, this interpretation allows us to consistently explain all the experimen-

tal results. For example, the lack of molecular-scale contrasts above Position (i) is explained by

the existence of mobile water in Zone I. The gradual enhancement of the molecular-scale contrast

from Position (i) to (ii) is explained by the gradual increase of the interaction between the tip and

headgroups. The increase of the image distortion from Position (ii) to (iii) is explained by the

penetration of the tip into the headgroup region. The reappearance of the molecular-scale contrast

near Position (iv) is explained by an increase of the interaction between the tip and the top of the

stable acyl chains. The increase of the image distortion from Position (iv) to (v) is explained by

the tip penetration into the acyl chain region. All of these results support the above interpretation.

Conversely, other interpretations do not allow us to explain all the experimental results. For ex-
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ample,if the headgroups are at the position of Peak (1) or (2), molecular-scale contrasts should be

observed around these peaks. If the headgroups are below the position of Peak (3), the molecular-

scale contrasts observed at Position (ii) should be much weaker than that observed between Posi-

tions (iv) and (v) due to the existence of a water layer between the tip and headgroups. Therefore,

these two assumptions contradict the experimental results.

From these analyses, we have concluded that the headgroups are at the position of Peak (3). Ac-

cordingly, Zones I-III should correspond to the positions of the hydration layers, lipid headgroups

and acyl chains, respectively.

To investigate lateral distribution of the headgroups and hydration layers in Zones I-II, we have

obtainedZ cross sections of the 3DFSR image (Figure 4). Figure 4a and 4b show theZ cross

sections obtained along Lines A-B and C-D in Figure 3b, respectively. Figure 4c shows the same

FSR curve as shown in Figure 2d but with thezt scale matched to the vertical scale of theZ cross

sections. In Zone I, the bothZ cross sections show uniform and layered contrasts corresponding to

the bulk water and first hydration layer, respectively. Thus, no significant difference is observed. In

contrast, theZ cross sections show clear difference in Zone II. Namely, a molecular-scale contrast

consisting of stripes tilted to theZ axis is observed only in Figure 4a and such a contrast is not

observed in Figure 4b. We also examined otherZ cross sections and confirmed that such a contrast

is observed only in the cross sections taken along a molecular row nearly parallel to Line A-B

(see Supporting Information, Movie 2 and 3). The result suggests that the interaction force acting

between the tip and headgroups has rotational anisotropy with respect to theZ axis.

The tilted contrasts are observed only in Zone II, where interaction between the tip and the

headgroups predominantly contribute to the contrast formation. Thus, the observed contrast should

reflect the rotational anisotropy of the tip or the headgroups. For this particular experiment, the

latter is more likely to be the case as discussed below. According to the previous studies using

molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, the DPPC headgroups exhibit thermal fluctuations even in

the gel phase at room temperature. However, the fluctuation is not random but has preference.

On average, the headgroups are oriented to a specific direction and tilted at 30◦ to the membrane
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surface.22,34–36The fluctuation of the headgroups is much faster than the imaging speed of 3D-

SFM. Thus, the measured force should reflect the time-averaged interaction between the quasi-

static tip and the headgroups with their position and orientation thermally-fluctuated. When the tip

is placed at the averaged position of a headgroup, the headgroup is hindered to take the favorable

conformation during the fluctuation. Consequently, a large repulsive force should be applied to the

tip apex. Therefore, the force distribution measured by 3D-SFM should reflect the time-averaged

structure of the DPPC headgroups.

The striped contrasts in Figure 4a are tilted at 55◦ to the membrane surface, which is larger than

the tilt angle of a PC headgroup expected from the MD simulation (≈ 30◦). Although this result

seems to contradict the above argument, it can be consistently explained by taking into account the

deformation of the DPPC bilayer caused byFLR. TheFSR acting between each headgroup and the

atomic-scale tip apex is lower than 100 pN as shown in Figure 2d. However, theFLR acting on all

the DPPC molecules contained in the nanoscale interaction range becomes higher than 1 nN when

the tip is brought to contact with the headgroups (Figure 2c). If the bilayer is deformed by theFLR

as shown in Figure 4d, it can lead to an error in the measured tilt angle of the headgroups.

Here we estimate the deformation of the bilayer caused byFLR. We assume that the bilayer

shows elastic deformation in proportion to theFLR curve obtained by the fitting shown in Figure 2c.

We have confirmed the validity of this assumption by taking force curves (n = 88) by static-mode

AFM on a DPPC bilayer prepared under the same conditions as used in the 3D-SFM experiment.

Figure 5a shows a typical force curve measured on the DPPC bilayer in HEPSE buffer solution.

The curve shows a jump (as indicated by an arrow in Figure 5a) corresponding to the penetration

of the AFM tip into the DPPC bilayer. The linear force increase before the penetration suggests

that the DPPC bilayer shows elastic deformation by the interaction with the nanoscale AFM tip.

Thus, the stiffness of the DPPC bilayer (kLB) can be calculated with a series spring model shown

in Figure 5b. The effective stiffness of the series spring (kEF) was estimated from the slope of the

force curve as shown in Figure 5a. FromkEF andkCL, kLB was calculated bykLB = kEFkCL/(kCL −

kEF). We calculatedkCL with individual force curves and obtained their average of 12± 2.7 N/m
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(Figure5c).

Similar to the case in the static-mode AFM measurement, we should take into account the static

bending of the cantilever caused byFLR in the 3D-SFM measurement. For this purpose, we can use

the same series spring model as shown in Figure 5b. From the estimatedkLB and the equationkEF

= kCLkLB/(kCL + kLB), we obtainedkEF of 8.5 N/m. From thekEF and theFLR curve (Figure 2c),

we obtained a deformationversusdistance curve and used it for correcting thezt scale of theZ

cross section shown in Figure 4a. The correctedZ cross section is shown in Figure 4e.

Comparing Figure 4a and 4e, we find little difference in Zone I corresponding to the water

region. For example, the peak distance (1)-(2) is decreased only by 0.02 nm from 0.36 nm to

0.34 nm. In contrast, the force distribution in Zone II corresponding to the headgroup region

is significantly compressed inZ direction. This is becauseFLR increases with decreasingzt and

hence the influence of thezt scale correction becomes prominent near the membrane surface. In the

correctedZ cross section (Figure 4e), the tilt angle of the striped contrast (≈30◦) agrees with the

value expected from the MD simulation. The result supports our argument that the tilted contrasts

reflect the averaged conformation of the fluctuating headgroups.

As explained above, the tip feels strong repulsive force when it is placed at the averaged po-

sition of the fluctuating headgroup. Thus, the averaged conformation is imaged with a bright

contrast. However, the decrease ofFSR below the headgroup position (arrows in Figure 4e) should

require additional explanation. As the tip approaches the averaged position of a headgroup, the

repulsive force gradually increases. When the force exceeds a threshold value, the most favor-

able conformation of the headgroup should be changed. Thus, the averaged headgroup position

is displaced from under the tip and the repulsive force is decreased. This explains the imaging

mechanism of the tilted contrast corresponding to the headgroup conformation (Figure 4e). Al-

though the contrast may not perfectly represent the true headgroup structure, the orientation and

tilted angle are likely to agree with those of the averaged headgroup conformation.

Here, we discuss possibilities of the other origins of the tilted contrast. One possible origin is

the deformation of the tip apex. In fact, tilted contrasts can be observed even at a mica/water inter-
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face when we use a large loading force to deform the tip apex. In our experiment, however, the tip

interacts with fluctuating headgroups. Thus, the averaged headgroup conformation is likely to be

changed before the Si tip is deformed. Another possible origin is the deformation of acyl chains.

For example, contact-mode AFM images of lipid bilayers show distorted molecular-scale contrasts

due to the molecular deformation when a large loading force is used.37 In our experiment, how-

ever, we experimentally confirmed that the tilted contrast does not change when the fast scanning

direction is inverted. Thus, the tilted contrast is unlikely to be caused by the lateral loading force.

We also estimated the vertical deformation caused byFLR from kLB and Figure 2c. Atzt range of

0.0-0.3 nm, the vertical deformation is≈0.1 nm. However, the lateral shift of the tilted contrast is

about≈0.35 nm which is much larger than the vertical deformation. Therefore, it is unlikely that

the tilted contrast is caused by the vertical loading force either. From these discussions, it is most

likely that the tilted contrast reflects the averaged conformation of the fluctuating headgroups.

The distance between Peaks (1) and (2) (i.e. the first and second hydration layers) is 0.34 nm

in the correctedZ cross section (Figure 4e). This is longer than the value previously measured

in PBS solution (0.28 nm).11 We performed separate experiments to compare the properties of

a DPPC bilayer in HEPES and PBS solution. We found that a DPPC bilayer in HEPES solution

shows longer repulsiveFLR (see Supporting Information, Figure S1) and lower mechanical strength

(see Supporting Information, Table S1) than that in PBS solution. The lower mechanical strength

suggests larger molecular fluidity and fluctuation of the molecules, which has been considered to

be an origin of repulsiveFLR.28 Therefore, these results suggest the larger fluctuation of the DPPC

molecules in HEPES solution and its influence on the hydration force. Similarly, the molecular

fluctuation may disturb the layer-like distribution of the water molecules, leading to the larger

spacing between the hydration layers. In fact, the distance between the hydration layers measured

on inorganic crystals having low fluctuation is typically smaller than that on DPPC bilayers. For

example, it has been reported to be 0.27 nm on mica,19 0.20 nm on calcite30 and 0.22 nm on self-

assembled monolayer of COOH(CH2)10-SH/Au(111).38 These results support the above argument

that the surface fluctuation may influence the distance of hydration layers. Future experiments
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with different lipid headgroups and ionic species may elucidate detailed correlation between the

fluctuation of surface molecules and the 3D hydration structure.

Conclusion

In this study, we measured 3D force distribution at the interface between fluctuating lipid head-

groups and HEPES buffer solution. The obtained 3D image shows molecular-scale tilted contrasts

reflecting the averaged conformation of the headgroups as well as layer-like contrasts correspond-

ing to the hydration layer (Figure 6). The results demonstrate that we can visualize averaged 3D

distribution of fluctuating surface structures as well as that of mobile water (i.e. hydration struc-

ture). We performed detailed analysis of the 3D image and discussed the relationships among the

hydration structure, headgroup fluctuation, molecular fluidity and mechanical strength of the mem-

brane. There are many other examples where local interaction between fluctuating structures and

water influences structure and dynamics of biological systems. However, the information obtained

by the conventional techniques is not necessarily sufficient to achieve molecular-scale understand-

ing of such interfacial phenomena. The results obtained in this study suggest that 3D-SFM can

complement the missing piece of information. This unique capability should contribute to the

progress in the molecular-scale understanding of the various phenomena at biological interfaces.

Experimental

Preparation of DPPC bilayer

DPPC molecules in powder form (Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) were dissolved in a mixture of chlo-

roform and methanol (3:1, v/v) to a concentration of 1 mg/ml. The DPPC solution in a glass

test tube was dried in N2 gas flow to form a lipid thin film at the bottom of the tube. The 4-

(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) buffer solution (10 mM HEPES, 100

mM sodium chloride, pH 7.4) with Ca2+ (3 mM CaCl2) was poured into the test tube to the final
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concentrationof 0.5 mg/ml. The test tube was incubated at 60◦C for 1 h to hydrate and disperse

the lipid film. The solution was passed through a Nucleopore polycarbonate membrane with 100

nm mean pore diameter (Mini-extruder system, Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.), yielding a solution of

unilamellar vesicles of uniform size. 240µ l of the solution was deposited to a cleaved mica sub-

strate with a diameter of 12 mm (SPI Supplies). The sample was incubated at 60◦C for 1 h and

rinsed with the HEPES buffer solution after cooling down to a room temperature. All the AFM

experiments were performed at room temperature (22◦C), which is below the main phase transition

temperature (Tm) of a DPPC bilayer. The obtained DPPC bilayer has some local defects. The step

height measured at the defect edge corresponds to the typical thickness of a DPPC bilayer (≈4.5

nm), which confirmed the formation of a single bilayer on mica (see Supporting Information, Fig-

ure S2).

AFM measurements

A custom-built FM-AFM with a low noise cantilever deflection sensor39–41was used for the 3D-

SFM imaging. A commercially available AFM controller (ARC2, Asylum Research) was used for

controlling the FM-AFM with modifications in the software. We used a silicon cantilever (PPP-

NCH, Nanoworld) having a resonance frequency (f0) of 148.795 kHz, a spring constant (kCL) of

57 N/m and Q factor of 7.4 in the HEPES buffer solution. For the measurements of the force curves

by static-mode AFM, we used a relatively soft cantilever (kCL = 3.15 N/m, PPP-FM, Nanoworld).
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PC headgroup

Acyl chains
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Lipid 
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Tip trajectory

Figure1: (a) Molecular structure of DPPC consisting of a phosphatidylcholine (PC) headgroup
and acyl chains. (b) Illustration of 3D-SFM imaging at an interface between a DPPC bilayer and
HEPES buffer solution. A tip is scanned inZ direction as well as inXY directions to image the
whole 3D space at the interface.
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Figure3: XY cross sections obtained from the 3DFSR image of the interface between the DPPC
bilayer and HEPES buffer solution. Positions (i)-(v) are indicated in Figure 2d. Illustrations show
the relative positions of the tip apex with respect to the membrane surface. In (b)-(e), the orientation
of the molecular-rows appear to be slightly changed at the middle of the image. This is due to non-
linear drift of the tip position with respect to the sample surface.
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